Press Release
DXT Inc. Showcases The Extreme Gamer®, The Black Widow™ Gaming Keyboard, and
The Reality Pro™ AR (Augmented Reality) Gaming Device at the E-3 Expo in Los
Angeles
Las Vegas, NV – June 2010
DXT, Inc. (DXT®) developing cutting edge gaming peripherals for the console gaming
segment, announced today DXT showcased (island booth 5554) its new line of video
game hardware at this years E-3 Expo, June 15th – 17th, 2010.
Over 45,000 people attended this year’s 2010 Electronic Entertainment Expo, better
known as the E-3 Expo at the L.A. Convention Center in Los Angeles. Held once a year,
E-3 Expo is the main event for the electronic entertainment industry. This trade show
brings everyone from video game distributors, wholesalers, major chains, independent
stores, and media from the United States and over 90 countries around the world.
“Having a booth at this years conference, we were able to network and introduce our
company to Video Game Buyers. The Sale of Consoles, games, and accessories is a $22b
domestic and a $30b worldwide market. Our specific segment, the sale of accessories,
or peripherals, accounts for approximately $5,000,000,000 (five billion) annually. ” 2010
YTD posted May 2010 hardware sales at $2.57b, stated by the NPD Group.
About DXT Inc.
Digital Extreme Technologies, Inc., a Delaware Corporation, began operations in January
2007 for the purpose of the manufacturing and marketing of the Extreme Gamer®; the
World's first multi-disc video game changer. With offices in California and Nevada,
Digital Extreme Technologies has continued to develop cutting edge gaming
peripherals for the console gaming segment.
DISCLAIMER: This news release may contain forward-looking statements. Forwardlooking statements are inherently subject to risks and uncertainties, some of which
cannot be predicted or quantified. Future events and actual results could differ
materially from those set forth in, contemplated by, or underlying the forward-looking
statements. The risks and uncertainties to which forward-looking statements are subject
include, but are not limited to, the effect of government regulation, competition and
other material risks.
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